Student Government Association

SGA Minutes

January 21, 2009

Macon Campus, Farris 1101

Meeting called to order by SGA President, Tujuana Perkins @ 2:00pm


Excused Absence: Debra Taylor

Motions Adopted/Not Adopted

1. D. Armstrong moved to strike Article XIX (Article 19) from the Constitution and replace it with the SGA approved mandate of twenty-five (25) service hours required to receive the stipend. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.

2. D. Armstrong moved to take the SGA photographs February 18, 2009. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted. (All members will wear the red collared SGA shirts.)

3. S. Wilson moved to have stoles representing Student Government membership and service upon graduation. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.

4. T. Johnson moved to adjourn. “Aye” has it. Motion adopted.

- Talent Show Committee: T. Johnson, C. Means, A. Gibson, Z. Branch, E. Tunstall
- Graduation Fair Committee: D. Taylor, J. Jordan, T. Perkins, T. Johnson
- Athletic Dinner Committee: A. Gibson, C. Means

Meeting adjourned @ 3:00pm